
Memo on eoxley reports 	Harold Weisberg 12/7/ b8 

Just before midnight Thursday I was given wnat is said to Ita oe the 
Perrin file and read it hastily, midst mice conversation and confusion. Lest 
night i was given  a few of his otner memeeaud the eranscriirOf a *none con- 

versation with "W'. I make brief comment on a few of these. 

the 5-11-68 men uhsay" quotes one "ee—I", who I take to be on f the 

eellas researchers, to the effect that "the 'true head' of the National 

States nights  Par.y' was a certain RETIREe AeMIRAL JUde CKOMAELIN". The 

admiral is a welleknown fascist, a violent anti—Semite, anu tnere can be 

no connection oetween the appearance of his name in the "_Thunderbolt" 

and his membership in or leaderseip or tne tiSRPe That he had not there 

been "designated as head of the ASRP" is not sinister but factual. The 

officers are publicly known and identified. If ne here head i.s would be public. 

This small party does hold State conventions and meetings, does run candidates 

for public office, etc. 
Wnerally west is lacking here is lacking everywhere (aside from fact). That is 

any appraisal wee-tee:mover of tne depeenbility of tee source. Any official receiving 

whet is presented as information from one h©'kir c trusttis entitled to believe 

that, in tee absence of indication to the contrary, only what is responsible is 

being reported, teat the reporter is satisfied about the dependaoilitty of his 

eeurce. wee feet is teat the quoted sources are, from reading of the reports 

alone, ne4her dependable nor impartial. Even where teere was derroeatoey informa- 

tion available about key sources, it was withheld from tee memos, as 1 will cite 
. ee. 	. 

ss inn at: leirdschtvsk*case. in sem aes, the conteatt of these reports is an ob4- 

t vie s feedback of went Jim Garre on had been saying anu was teen in the news, as 

With the sewers„where any[ entirely unevaluated source in the 3-19-68 memo is 

quoted with a straight face as haying heard "Aradley propose the use of the 

storm drain system as a location for the prospective assassination of President 

Keenedy and had suggested a manhole escape route from the system." 

Nowhere in this memo, headed "Supplement to eIee ethiNEWS memorandum of 

EeGlie EUGENE 3RAeLLY" is there any indication teat the Aydlotte's were sworn 

enemies  of nradley and were suing him, or vice versa. This is in the files, was well 

kno entin California. i personally eupplied this information, in some detail, having- 

been given it for tnie purpose by Art lievin. Mrs. A is "certain" she saw Gordon hovel 

visit Clint Wheat with Loran hall — at precisely tee tine teere was radio and 

Printed ._news attention Ike to these names in her area (some of it then coming from 

my on intensive appearances there). these is mace of this, and any is too much. 

the July 1, 1968 memo inaccurately entitled BARBAHA ileIe interview", actually 

a joint interview witn her ofSam brandenoerg and "Chris" Christian Land suggest 



ne of the consequences of this "error" could oe its misfiling  is too incomplete 
from what Barbara has independently told me of this interview. Before knowing of 

this memorandum of it, I had asked her to write a complete account for Sciambra. 

Tee Kerch 19, 19.8 memo is entitled "miscellaneous notes for futei reference". 

kl  
This is the kind of memorandum teats is often essential, and it is di . ty in 

them to be inclusive and complete. however, I suggest that calline the slip of 
Paper eswald had in his pocket when he was arrested as his "name list" is neither 
accurate no descriptive. It is a paper he prepared that would imediately tell 
any offieer seeing it he had Russian connections. To cite a "skip" in referring to 
Oswald as "Harvey Lee Oswald" as "similar to that made in Dallas by B.L. Hunt" is 
both prejudicial and meaningless. It is designed to suggest that hunt is involved, 
of which there is here or elsewhere no evidence. It is also the "slip" made by 
Clay Shaw, which is more relevant and is niril7reited. This same memo concludes 
by pointing out that Secret Service Agent Vial spells his name like (and here again 
the phraiine  

Vial." i doubt the suggestion woula have been made had both woen named Smith. I 
also deuet Vial was Ruby's lawyer in Dallas. 

The phone conversation is worth attention there is here no time for. It is 

an excellent example of a designed ueeeption, an exciting pretense of evidence 
that aces not exist, of evidence in hand that is not, of deep meaning where there 
is none,  of tact that is not. It is the kind of tuing that fixes and misinforms a 
busy official's 2ind•mThe means by which he establishes an "intelligence net" are we a 

means by wnich the selectioh of any names at ranuon could with as much validity 

establish the existence of such a "net". (This conversation was recorded 5426-67.) 

There is not even reasonable suspicion that this could be true, as a careful 

reading shows, but a listening likely would not, particularly with the emShasis 
of the hNan voice. Who could possibly mm believe that the Gehlen apparatus would 
firstna an agent to the United States and then train hiker the other improbables 

requi r d to consider this young man an "agent". he would be 'trained before he left, 

tnereby assuring those for whom he worked that he was trained and increasing his 

whanees of survival and performance of assigned duties. Everything said of this 

man, who becomes an agent on presumption alone and in the absece of any reasonable 

Oasis for the presumption, can be said of almost anyone. About the same things can 

be Baia for his connection with Shaw as an agent. Where there is in this conversation 

clear inference of homosexual involvement (page b) that is ignored, the fiction of 

Gehlen connection obviously being more exciting to the intended audience. He knows 

so4little of the Gehlen organization he is not even certain of its name. He says it 

gas taken over by the CIA. where, then, is there any need to send an unskilled 

nonentity of an "agent" from Germany to Texas to do nothing? Incidently, where it 
is necessary to seem to provide a basis for ouneection, it is manufactured. The 
Gehlen organization is said "of course", to be "strongest in Mexico, South 

America and Spain", which is very convenient, if not supported. Gehleh "was the 

is, I think, erroneous "JACX AU,Jf's Dallas lawyer friend Robert G. 



chief intelligence officer, a generalsunder Hitler and he has a worldwide intelligence 
operation". Bow this was not true under Hitler, if tnat is the import, and it is 
not true there was this group under aitler (whose major natissAmerican operation as! was through such groups as tue IberWmerikanisches Institut). Gehlen's major operation was in Eastern Europe, not in satin America or Spain. However, how 
conveniently this fiction serves to introduce this:"Now Shay's notebook has very 
strong Madrid, Xexican and South American contacts in it." Nacre is here a concerted 
effort to tie Shaw to the Gehlen operation, with this and other invented means. 

This sort of nothing winds him up, and when X returns to it (p.10) and 
asks, "Can you support Ikiszinzasix teat any, Bill," he says "Well, no more than 
we're get (and we've got, from thiS, absolutely nothing] Alt I think it is terrific 
support weave got already". Both are nonexistent. Nothing to begin with, nothing 
in support, described as "terrific". 

From here it is siOple for him to say, as he does on page 12, of this nothing, 
"personally, I think it's the best* tning we've got so far as to who this guy 
associated with and whylalpi". Even the association is presumed. The best, a fine and impressive word, remains absolutely nothing 

The Perrinidich file assumes there is only one Youngblood and that he is 
Bertram Norwood Youngblood, liribiliwiAliaalati;44, 1abilinto rtlith , 	 A, 4 	Oat 
To assume this may seem reasonable, out would it oa so assumed if the name were 
Brown? Youngblood is a very common name in Texas. It was also the maiden name of Rose Cheramie, from which, it is surprising, no inferences were drawn. It seems unnecessary to describe bancy as a liar, out until tide is established 
as tile one and only Youngblood to whom she might have talked, can this kassigesx 
language (page 2 of 11413-68 memo "Nancy serrin nentame") b/accepted: 

"BEhTRAX NORWOOD YOUNGBLOOD of 1039 Blalock,Irving, Texas, states the fore- 
going assertion by MRS. PERRIN is false". Her statement 4 that 
sne bed contacted "Youngblood". 

Much worse, on tne same page, is this paragraph: 
"NANCY told SA's TODD and KInWELL (Vol 26, p. 628) that she went to Dallas in 

ir
ay or June 1961, seeking RCBEAT PERRIN; that she had telephoned OUTICER J.D. IYIT of the Dallas Police Department announcing her intended trip and arrvived b us." 

Now she did not testify that "she had telvphoned a/1CM. J.D. TIP.eIT". Using As 
this language was a direct assault on Jim Garrison's mind and oeliefs. She said she 
Phoned the police. However, any mature and responsible asseseement of her statement 
that she spoke to Tippit when she called, in tne light of what is now known, has to 
discount it entirely, particularly because there is no susgestion that she knew of 
his existence at t'eat tine. Moreover, this man, perhaps the only one to go for so 
log4,  

known, eitner inside orsinsheadquartsrs. he seems to have been entirely an outside 

a tires on the Dallas police force without promotion, was never, f row what is 



officer. 

Youngblood is said ti enneetain of tee date "because it was just prior to 

tne last mobile home show 11E:1I in the Dallas City Auditorium September n6-30, 1962," 

Now tnis is the kind of incieent by wnich it is possible to fix recollections. 
What is lacking is autnentication of the date. If there is no ree,ioa to presume 

it wrong, that his recollection is in error, tnere likewise is none to assume him 

infallible or his recalls title unflawed. It snould have peen checked and authenticated. 

More, the date on waich 	is said then to have oeen in nallae is at a time when 

there seems to o no evidence she was and pretty strong evidence she was in New 

Orleans or Maine, my recollection is unclear. It was September 1962, a month 

after Perrin's 8-28-62 death. 

At the bottom of page 3 is the beginning of a discussion of Eddie Brawner. He: 

is refferred tl in a quotation from the Commission material (261103 as "Edward 

Bwnnswr", to which Baxley has appended "Sic". Thereafter he goes into a big thing 

about the FBI "finally centers upon inOttAan EDWARD BROWDER then in Atlanta, Georgia". 

There is no indication here of any search for any unpublished material en Browder, 

and there are now indexes available. There is no indication any of un working in 

tnese files were asked if we had any information. I can not be certain tnere is such, 

but it is my recollection there is and t have it. This is not nearly as significant 

as waat I yesterday learned from Joel Palmer, that Bexley had and withheld from the 

memo and the files other information and documentation he had. It is not consistent 

with what he here says. 13/miner was also known as or was aunressed as 'BRANDER". He 

"eve Boxley a telegram addressed to tim under that name. 'Palmer snowed it to me 

and Bid Fensterwald and I read it. It was a request tnat he join the Bay of Pigs 

perparatiens  and activities. Although there was tne inference aneelieve Palmer made 

it specific), tnat tail telegram originateh in Miami, tne interbal evidence is tnat 

it originated in Dallas and was sent to a smiles andress. With the interesting part 

of haney's story tnat her husbana had been offered £ job to take a boat to Cuba, 

smuggled arms in and get a gig 'rice, it is simply incredible that this significant 

evidence was omitted by accident, particular because of tee big deal Bexley made of 

the FBI  switching of names. I checked with xvon today and there is na copy of this 

telegram in the files. Bexley had it, withheld it, gave a (AU :apparently Xeroxed 

on tne office macaine to Palmer, anu no one else knew of it (I also checked with 

Sciambra/. It seems to me that certain inferences are here unescapable: he is 

holding out, especially what is inconsistent with what he is contriving, end all 

of this work is tnereby suspect. I will return to this expecially in uiscussing my 

load session yestnrdny afternoon with Palmer. 

This is particularly poisonous ink the light of this language :"There is no 

nothing to innicate that tne FIJI ever called on EDDIE BRAWNER (or YOUNG:13'100D 

>either, for that matter n connection with NAWCY's statements and ice' 



testimony". 
This telegram indicates it had the same motive as Bonley,AppimAt 

eliminating what was inconsistent with its preconception. The telegram supports 
inferences of Cuban invelvements. eeither the FBI nor Boxlatflinoireftweseeme 

find this congenial. 
Lacking here is any reason for 	the wallas approach to the Perrino 

or any consideration thott Nancy mieht, indeed be psycho or a liar 
(her than on a adetive basis, the s4Pctien by Bexley). 

There are also internal inconsit enoies pordering on deception. There is 
m„h that is without reason or reason oeing sougat. Some of tue ignored 
contrauictions oring into question the depeaaability of the witnesses on which 
what 1 oelieve to be a contrivance is based. 

The Brawnerse  from whom the telegram that is denied the files was obtained, 
place tee date Nancy was in Belles in 19t4, As cited soave, Youngbleod ( and here his 
wife), place the date in 1964 and seem firm aeout it. lithey also nave a small 
daughter vita Nancy, as no one else does. "Nor (mule tney explain bi their own 
satisfaction why they would have known NANCY and BUB only as Starr while 
YOUNG00e knew them as Starr-dorrected-to - PBRRIN". 

Use obeious possibility taat is destructive to the prefabrication is teat 
this Starr and Perrin are not the same (particularly with the fourteen year difference 
in ages that becomes avarent). 

The cited "anomolets" are not exhausted (p.4) Some of the people knew the pair 
as Starr, others as Perrin. The clear possibility that this all derives from 
nancy's falsehoods is avoided cecause, as I learned from Joel Palmer, he and 
hosley are determined not to acknowledge thattsae is a liar. What kind of people were 
gthlIS be enter into a big deal with a pair whose names they coula not even so sure of? 

when this comment, "It was all ERAIN could do to write a one-page leller" is 
not bracketed with the geotation from hancyle testimony it foliows, to the effect 
that he was a writer, as she was, without emphasizing the undependability of any- 
thing coming from her, the motive is suspect. 

Next we have Bremner attending "meetings" with the Perrin's. Bexley says 
"the possibility...is good". Yet at the bottom of this page, he acknowledges that 
Bremner 'wee unable to piwpoint the house". From his report, tnat seems to oe 
a Considerable understatement, for he seems not to have been aole to even guess 
the street on which it was. This is precisely as it was with Nancy in her testimony. 
Bremner was taken en " a field reconnaisance". Penn J ones coulu not Some close 
to any location from Nancy's description when I asked him. 

Brawner is said to have packed out of whatever unspecified tries was the 
subject of his attendance at these "meetings" oecause of a tale that the Colonel 
had outtnnm by which he made a pnone-eell ring in another room. Palmer's explanation 
of this is to give him an eecuse for conferring wits confederates in another room. 
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If there was any need fer suca conference, it is not suggested in the meMo, whiCh 
(Wars solos and roboers but botning else, no explanation at all, or by Palmer, of At 
vies I sought it, 

the field reconnaiaance bit is concluded witn the statement that "residents of 
tee area said that a large house had oven demeliehed three or four Years comei 
previously", which would indicate that Bexley knew tue address, wnich he doe, not 
give. It also indicates he could nave taken hrawner there, whien he does net 
say, and that Brawner could not identity the address. however, this in the memo 
is unaer thertie date October 10, 1968 *throe earliest, Wien , at 3 p.m., the 
Brawners were "contacted". Yet it was mantas Deform that that Bexley told me about 
this He was then quite positive tnat he ham located precisely the right house. 

from this it would seem that Bexley had the address of the house and his 
trusted informants could not identify the neighborhood or surroundings, despite 
his saying they had attended "meeting? there, and he withheld this intelligence 
from his memorandum, or he fabricated the knowledge that he did have the location. 
Here also there is seeming significance in nis holding out on me, even asking me, 
as he did a moats ago, to stay off tais aspect because it was se "tender" when he 
knew I had people who had spoken to Nancy and who would 0 back to her, and when 
I had asked identification pictures of ham to show to her, as she tad agreed. It 
is difficult to regard the formulations, the omissions, the blanks in this 
xirawuer—foungblood part of his report as innocence or simple imcompetenee. To me 
it aunts to wilfuli misrepresentation to Jim, who would be acting on the basis 
of his  trust in eoxley an tne depesaaeility of his reports. lieNso there is 
lacking wuat is always missing, nis appraisal of the reliability of tae witnesses. 
Inatead he exudes confidence while carefully sittoxo not enuorsing his flurces, sippotine 
almost as though laying the foundationnt for eeeepine responsibility wren the 
entire thing blew apart by saying, sail I do is report, nothing else". Generally 
and specifically this is not true. ao knows his reports have contnel ever Jim's 
thinking and he knows he *A is responsible for pointing out tae weaknesses of 
his information and his witnesses. 

This avlidance of the reliability of the witnesses becom4more obviously 4ollOw 
deliberate inex the New Orleans part, which then follows kbeginning at the top 
of page 6). It begins with accurate quotation feom hancy's testimony, that on leaving 
Dallas in the fail of 1961 they lived "part of the time down in one of tne Sisters' 
places, down in the arenen quarter on at. Phillip St. And teen 1713 Calhoun...and 
various otnei places which I cannot remember, sir." The only error I can recall 
from this quotation, without the testimony in front of me, is the position of the 
apostrophe, and my recollection can se in error. 

area this Baxley, with autnoritativeneas, quotes New Orleans public Service 
reeeee. wrovinrylinhert Purrin lived on tee third floor of b57 at. reilto Street 



K an unspecified time prior to Aaron lAex 9, 1:62, and left -wing a bill of $12.42 
vjeck (which?) was turned over to the retail Credit bureau on April 13, 1962, after 
atempte to collect it at 633t. Phillip St were unsuccessful on March 9-10 and 

April 13, 1962.' 
This is impressively specific to the eye of the busy reader, such as Jim, but 

strangely unsieocifie en analysis. it seems unlikely that the utility has no 
record showing when service began, and it is important to know this date because 
it might indicate when the Perrints reached Mew erleans ana it would certainly indica- 
te whether there is another void in 'Weir pew erleans careers. 

Intent to dissemble becomes more clear to me with the following paragraph: 
"Ins 19U and 19E4 city directories for new Orleans disclose occupants of 637 

St. rhillip Street, where AAACf and bob resided upon arrival here from Della*  
(emphasis added*, for there is no ineicatioa this is where they lived "on arrival 
from Dallas and reason to suspect it is not). to have been Jam;EV0eA (owner— no 
occupation); Walter A. hammond (plumber); and Paltbk COUGEWSI (U.S. Internal Revenue 
Service Officer).

4 

It would be comforting is here nave a report of interviews with these people, 
but alas they are missing. It is not because no effort was made to obtain such 

knowledge, because i learned from Palmer that the owner was dead and that his wife 
stiii owned the property. '`run tnia it would also seem that the date of the Perrin 
occulmneY presented no problem to a determined professional laveatiga(:or. moreover, 

because of  the manner in ithich the city directories in hew etkeans are prepared, 

once every two years, with a single address, that of occupancy at ehe time of 
inquiry tieing the only one given, is it not unusual that no city directory address 
for the Perrints is given — or meat their absence free the directory is noted? Is it 
not strange imao thethen there is no notation tare of consultation with the phone books, 
"1" beul■i discloee witether or not they bad phones, or that tne phone company records 
were not consulted to determine not only whether tuey had phones, but tne addresses 
at which the phones might have been listed? 

Because 1 was troubled by'Ahie glaring void in the seemingly thorough and 
authoritative memo., which achieves an impressive tone with the inclusion of all the 
unnecessary triviality that ia not essenti:A and the omission of all the eovieua that 
is and should have seen readily available, and because tna capitalization ofjtne 
NS" in "Sister's", which is in the typed version of tee memo as well as the printed 
one of the Commission, 1 conuulted Darbara held about this. bore let me note that 

for the editor in Washiugton, as well as the court reporter in Washington, to have 

known that kanay was referring to the ownership of this property ay the 'Mother 

Cabrini sisters witnout check is entirely unlikely. Somebody in Washington had to 411 

have had tale knowledge, tnerefore, a search in the armdves was in order. it coulu 

have been done by bethell or boxley by phone. 
4-v 
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Here I aid reas to note t-ae Barbara's concern about tee integrity of the ievesti-
gation is one of tee thinee that got mu worried. She communicatea it to ns in vary 
early "ovembor, of my first eeeting with her wean 1 was taau in hew erieans. I arrived 
tee Friday before election hay and Believe I saw her that day. When my reading of 
tails memo told me that 637 St. enillip St. might net have peen that of the property 
owned by the Sisters, an .1. disclosed as inquiries of any Sisters to learn whoa 

itrim .eerrinIsliveelin their property, 1 askedbarabar i sue was aware of any property 
owned by any nuns in the Oloek next to that in which oho lives. She immediately told% 
me this property is that of the Cabrini order an is two block further away. She also 
lain son had raised this question and had Dose tole it made no aifference. It not 
only "kno 211xiiiigaidUlt a di:fres-ense one a very big one, out it is fatal to the integrity of this sw-milled investigation. 

alien I rained this question with Balmer i got no aatiefactery answer. lid 
ackneeiea god knoiLlsg the Sisters' property was net 037, claimed on the basis of no 
sited autnerIty or investigation that liana' lived there at a later and not significant 
period, alone, or taat the "various other game I cannot may remember" included this 
unsoocified addreas so close to tae owe one did give the exact address OA. 

AT this point Bexley gees into the Perrin move to 1713 Calhoun. Pros needlessly 
unopecified 'ether aeurcele, when holed access to the property owner whose names is 
spelled ia various wive, her as Abraham iinendZiASAI, he daces the eats of ooeupaucy 
me "earil/n ay1962". Here tnere ie an underlining in Jim's headwriting reading "time 
of nashville Are. speeet". Without inspiration, there seems to have been no reason 
for hla  to have made suon a notation. however, from *almer I learned i 

	
his and 

13oxeei'a taeory that tee 20errin'e planned an assassination there, and that the area 
12  "aVotherDealey Ylasie". When I asked him on vast basis, ha was silent and earugged, 
for they  wad and tear* seems to be no ence 

here aeain, whet ie miehine with the crucialportaace of Xnumeevaki, 
Krushevski in tee prone book, "Kruserki'in tee next sentence, is agy9ppreisal of 
him. nee  is listed. as "Kee" in the phone book, as nexley says. bitteall tee nut 
Preaonere around, for example, is he one? `this memo does not nay, and not becnuee it 
eannot. It in set teeth in a mime "iron biliiam noxley anti Joel Palmas", =netted 
but "Bet hey.*. kruseherakie. The inportance of tee weight :is credibility bears is 
at tete top of page 7, etere he ie quoted an saying "tea: at approximately the sane 
time hefiCle 	rented 1713 Calhoun, as older woman 01'45 years or so, who looked 
like a waitress or a nurse rented Mo. 1715, Iris apartment aecroas the hall from the 
ebRAIS reeidence". is than quoted as saying this unkneen tenant of 1715 Calhoun 
came to tire about two mantas nftee renting the apartment &nu t.old bin a man would 
be waving into it, ann sae was movieg out". 

Unknwyai? the lehdlora has no records? tae eiat Office has none? Tee peone 
Sniping nano, tne eas tine electric records do net exist': There is no indication 

t 



any effort, even the minimal, was mane to learn her Identity, if she ever 
existed. This quatation is pivotal. Everything in the entire structure being 
built depends upon it. leailure to identify themunknown woman tenant", of any 
effort to learn her identity, makes tne sueSSeion she either does net exist or 
would be destructive to the prefabrication an unavoidable psatsibility. lie 
less suspect is the elimination from the .summary memorandum fur Garrison of tne known dubious character of the "reverend" landlord when it was known and is recorded elsewhere. 

The man ultimately is said to have moved in. K is said never to have seen him 
"bun at least two occasions he - KRUSWEVSKI - 'broke into' the apartment 
in an effort to collect rent from the man." Pretty good. de doesn't knew who 
owes him money, has no records, and breaks in wnen the man obviously is not there 
to collectrent from tee missing man. If he saw anytning but "radio equipment", 
described as "several sets of", that is not recorded. Mar is it that, having 
seen this equipment of imputed value, ne dolga did net hold it hostage 
ter his money. kor what other purpose could he have broken in? Even the idea 
that this was radio equipment seems to have been planted in K's mind, from the ether 
Memorandum. Vn this and related aspects that memo is both interesting and in 
contradiction with this suemary for Garrison tiny Soxley: 

"Mr. K soya that he went over several times (note- not teat he broke in) to confront the man whom he says he was not known to him by name and to collect the rent (confrontation for any other purpose?) . Mr. K says teat he 'wrote several 
times to Mr. Walker (an obvious slip)' to demand tee rent. lie finally served an est 
eviction notice on this unknown gentleman anu forced him to move". Bosley and Palmer 
are not excessively shrewd in noting parentheticaily "(an obvious slip)" and they 
are not extessiveldiligent in not having traced out Walker through the various 
available sources or through the court record of the alleged eviction notice. Should 
more comment on this se necessary? 'leis, like the rest, is not traced by the most 
elementary police methods for a reason that would seem to be aAlarent: it would 
end the fabricated case that is entirely without substance. 

The sit on the "radio equipment"; "Mr. K. stated that he thought the man was 
an engineer oecause he had equipment in the apartment. When we inquired as to weethite it was  radio equipment, Mr. K. answered affirmatively." 

tsiu they first ask him if there were transits or levels or any other kind 
of engineering "equipment"? There is noisuggestion of this. Any metering or 
measuring  

consistent with theplanting of tne notion that 	was comaunication equipment 
for assassins, something hot said but certaintly intended to be concluded. Why 
else was he asked about only rasio equipment? 

what, oll thus time, could be more credial that these two excerpts from the 

equioment or any kind? Do, only "radio", and "several sets", which is 



have spent any time in Ne4rleans. In any event, there is ntsimilarity between them 

and Perrin or Starr, who Bexley claims was substituted, for Perrin. This selection 

is contrived to make Starr—Perrin identification automatic. 
if this is dubious, designed to elicit preaetermined response anu undependable 

"ide"tification", what can se eald of what was done 38 days earlier, on what from 

the memo was the first meeting with the nittesses, wnen they were shown a picture 
of "The Walktng Man" alone — meaning Bradley, as far as Jim anu Bexley are concerned? 

There is no explanationnfrom Baxley and. Pelmer's is palpably false. There was no other 

picture used on this occasion. I made a 4ZL t mistake le going into this with 

Nijhout any preliminaries, this appears near the mile of page 9: 

On Saotember 21, 1968 (underlining in original, beginning with S only) 
MabOU ane DIAANL LITTESS were awn the photograph of "The Walking Man" and " 
"YrehohY" taken in Dealey Plaza navember 22, 1963". 

I asked Joel Palmer about this. Why, 1 wanted to know, was a pictum 414 was 
eenvinced was o Bradley shown to these people. is reply was oecause it was 
suggested by the description previously given of this "55—year—old" man. 
If thiiLis the case, and I nave no reason to believe it was, there is no 
suggestion of am kind of a deseription of this man, net from anyone. That 

picture seems to se of a man less than 55, with blond hair. In any event, the 
'ittesses were shown these six described pictures and no other, in itoaLey's 

words, as though they had meaning, "simultaneously": 

It should be born in mind that this was altaxmam*afterward, 38 days later 
awrenee Howeird, Bili Seymour, Jack Starr(two) and Perrin (also two) .Later 	- 

a Picture of loran liall was said to have been added. Seymour was with a beard and 

mussed hair, the others are dark and connected with another story 43ket known to 

' 	7.• 
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Reimer, anu he did net correct me. I said that including "The Walking man" with 

Eall4howard—Seymour and I mentioned no others) made his selection automatic. 

Palmer merely smiled. 

When, thereafter, on November 4, the 4ittesses were again shown the Walking Man 
picture, naturally tOey identified him again. "Pesitive anu forceful" are the words 

Bexley uses to describe their "ideetification". Once xi e had gotten them to commit 

themselves again, "Both then were shown the N.O.Cormner's Office Photo +2627 and 

asked if it loeked like the dead man who occupied 1713 Calhoun. Neither witness said 

that it did". 
Previously, Dianne Xittess had entified a picture of errin as "resembling" 

the man who died, who Bexley wants not to be considered to have been Perrin. 

Wiaat he dared naomit is tnis:"Both agreed they had never seen the deceased closely 

enough to remember him." So, withall, no identification was at all dependenle. 

Thee  type of photographic manipulation should require no further cement. 

But it diu no- 	au there. "On :oiturday. Nnvambor Q. 1qi=4-1. tr4; WILTRsS familv... 
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same sentence: "..annUSCHEITSAI stated neat he had not seen the man" and "he 
said the man was 'about fifty-five years oldl." Is it necessary to say that if 

4hruschevski did net know the name or the man he knew was named Walk.er, he had 

to have had some way of knowing the alleged age? If he had not seen hi!", as he 
did not knee his name, he certainly must have known someone who had seen him. she 
indication of an quest for this person is totally nonexistent. y  

puotuituou ly, the unnamed Walker "finally disaepasred4 the same time as 
PERAIn's death and within a week after MRS 2EARIM's departuref rem the apartment, 

silica was on August a.3,14 1912." 
With the knowttelationship eetween tae death and the depatture, the emphasis 

added is unnecessary, a literary devise that is here a propaganda device. But the 
glaring lack of even the moats cursory search for the unnamed named or the named 

nalker, anft no matter how rudimentary check on the very obvious sources, is ample 
indication no lent was wanted. It would be interesting to have ordinary police 

do what was not done here, net InLelligence agents of super skills. Where this 

was cone, the results are spectactlar - and 1.A.0 opposite to the statements 

of noxley's reports, as we snail see. 
With this construetion, we are left to assume that there was a connection between 

lancy in 1715 and nameless Walker in 1715 (earlier described as "the apartment 
accross tne hall from the 144idIA residence") ImanwpagernmerNeessaseote.omeotire 

osop4m4444,9141* 
K is quoted as having volunteered that "the woman in Mayor Morrison's 

office" and here, in parens, noxley adds"(Presumeably Mrs. Grad l"- only he said 

"Crubom and Jim corrected it to Grad > "once tried to rent an apartment from me 
for GO/ BsAISTER". ihis is a real wierdo and more uait for Jim. banisGer and 

Morrison were, pdlitical, antipodal. It is scarecely possible to bracket two 

prominent men in hew Orleans who were more politically opposite each other, with 

less in common, or anything leso likely that Mrs. Grad, whose name brougnt other 
things to Jim's mind, having any interest in banister for Morrison or any other reason. 
fleehusband's printing ssop, Jim notes, "was adjacent to Carlon Bringuier's". It 

was actually a closer relationship. bringuier rented from Grad the front of the 

building in which Grad had his snop. 
The 4ittess story that here follows is worth much more analysis that there 

is now  time for. It,too, is carefully contrived, with the same missing pieces not 
sought, the same absence of testing, etc. Perhaps, because of the crucial importance 

of the introaucing of the picture eau the identification of the " walking man", 
read nraaley, by Bexley, if I restrict myself to that aspect it can be regarded 

as a fair sample. 
Introducing _Bradley at taVlim was neving serious legal reverses about him 

in California was obviously designed to have special appeal for him, for there is 

no nn. .+ all toe. 	him who doss , e .t know how litter Jim ITAA about this. 
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...were shown the portrait' photoeraph...of EDGAR EUGEllie BReDL4Y..." With- this 
VO,ie' 

Preconditionythe Kitteases, quite naturally made "positive" identification 

If him as the man from overhead. end did they add detail! 
There is more, but is it net:Aged? 
Because of time requirement, I skip now tothe Boxleysa la* 10-1-68 memo 

"Identification of Aobert Lee Perrin". This is designed to cast doubt on the 

identification of Perrin as the dead man. If, as I would hope is not tae case, it 
requires further analysis, it can be provided later. 

All of tnese things have been ouildin„ up to the 11+22-68 (what a 'vengeful 
"1-44,A 

force selected this date: on "Arsenic death of ROBLRT LEE PEBRIN, August 28, 1962". 
) 1 

It has the same purpose. It is the vital. "proof" that someone else was murdered, 
not Perrin (without support of any kind, Palmer told me it was a "seaman"). It 

would seem that the entire contrived case immediately falls apart when what 

was obvious and should have been done - and wasn't - was, belatedly, done. Bexley 

says the call, from wneever, to the :hate 4olice, was at t., 1:35 a.m. (deviously 

he seeks to place it even earlier). Then he says, The Ouseemee's Office Day Record 

Item 14040 states the victim was received at Charity Hospital at 4:15 a.m. and died 
at '6:05 a.m. Siff LID IT hiktfihE APPROAIAATELI TWO _HOURS eke FORTY-YIVC AIWUTES 
to  get the victim to the hospital?"  

I am confident this question impressed "im very much when he read it. With the 
careful assembling of non-information, misinformation and distortion, by the time 
he got this he was ready to accept anytning, as perhaps most busit men dependant upon 
trusted subordintes would have been. 

The rest of the memo is of similar poison, so 'restrict myself to tnis. I do 
noTA., however, no indication that the morgue record book was consulted and studied. 

Bile days after tithe and I got here, Irank Aeloche was sent to consult the 
records of Chanty hospital. They disclose that what Bexley said i5 false 

and explain why he did not consult the only original source. The ambulance carrying 

Perrin reached the hospital at 2:45 a.m., a seemingly not unreasonable time when it 

is considered that the wrong opolice were called, they then called the right 

police, they got an ambulance, tnings were none at the scene, etc. The 4:15 time 

Bexley misquites is the time emergency treatment was ended in the emergency 

room and Perrin was transferred to the ward. 
Had the morgue book been consulted (Bexley', memos contain no such reference, 

but Palmer assureo(me Boxley told nim trkey 0eenad been), it would become immediately 

apparent that this page and every item on it was in order. Perrin is listed as number 

2627. There are na skipped lines, no erasures, no changes, and a number of us 

insuected the book when 4.‘ouis Ivon personally got it the same day. he says the 

officials say there has been no previous inspection of this. If calmer is right, 

Boxley would seem to have perpetrated a deliberate fraud on Garrison and perhaps 
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bed it not oeen stopped, on history. If Palmer is wrong anu tee morgue officials 

are right, he deliberately avoided the requires investigation that would hare destroyed 

the fraudulent case he tied carefully contrived and foisted off on the trusting 

Garrison. 
There are many otner dubious aspects of this file. Things said  to  be  in 

it are  mote Other witnesses are similarly undependable, eeade twisted, etc. 
I woule tein*(teat at this point no mere ie necessary. I capeasiae thin is a 
nasty analysis, with no eppertunity for acareful readine of the file and that 
under adverse circumstances. There has not :men time for a reardeding or the 
aaeie6  of netes ox the outlining of this commentary. i. suggest that if this 
is  imeediately apparent to me, a really careful analysis would be tweet more 

overwhelaine. Jeanne 

In passing, I want to note that while a great deal hangs on tne story given 

Donley by a Mrs. eeissier, there is, consistently, no appraisal of her reliability 

and judgement. It nonetneless nay have inadvertently provided by her opinion of 

Parris. fie emusTeave been an educa:ed man"...ebecauee (he had. Said) this is my Xing 

Arthur taele...4  
The second memo quoeed from, that on, the autopsy, etc., makes a major point of 

tee absence of teis mad 4117all other similar records for the year 19b2. I nave no 

knowledge of teis, but on readine it I was reminued of something David Chandler had 

told me a month ago, that he was doing a story on unsolved deaths. While I wan with 

"Al the ceief of police phoned him to let aim knew tee eiles .ere ready for his 

examination. I 'home Davie. de tole sae teat tease ole files are all stored rather 

hepeasardly in e basement area. he checked to ace if he has teis one. ea does nat. 

dot in any event, it seems as teouee there is nothing unusual in tee absence of all 

tee file for this year, because teey are autometieaely moved into a storage area. 
It would seem not to co beyond tea capacity of a skilled intelligence agent to learn 

an 4 revrt tee normal eistibution ofold files. 

because iaroara had early flawed my interest in what eoeley and ?almer were 

doing, anu because the reactions of ear of them galvanised my attention, I made in 
a point to look u? Joel Balmer. First4 phoned him before lunch on Friday sad began 

talking to hie. here I learned tuey had not made the slieetest effort to give the 

eraieht information on the et. eMilip .correct spelling) et. residences. They did 

know the owner of e3e, told me tee man wee then had Walled the oaileeng was dead and 

it was now owned sy terser his wife. Clearly, not tee Sisters. Teereeore, aside from 

tense other Uncreu ace:tree:See, teis means were is a oneieeegle history of Haney and 

probably kerrin in New Orleans they nave deliberately left out. lee °writhea reason 

is teat it eeule be inottnsietent with the case tney were ouiiding oat of notainee 

In tee course of tide conversation, .eel made eiets about the ime4tence of 

Nancy in tue story of the Jee. aaeassiention. I asked aim welt it was. Die asked if I 

wanted it ie two or teree words. I seie in whatever form he preferred When he indi- 



sated a reluctance to speak over the phone 1 imsediately arse a date to Ms to his home. / 
without telling aim in advance, I took B117(1 lensterwald with me. 

I spoke to Joel frankly, telling him no lies and in no way hiding my purposes. 
fie seemed uneasy, and I said I was net accusing him of being an agent. I also 
pointed out tsat busy and liarrassed as jim Garrison was, he aid not have time to  
make his own, independent analyses, hid not have time to examine every word of 
every memo, and, in effect, could become the creature of those he trusted. I asked 
him the rnetorical question, what would napped to Garrison if he was fed and used 
bad information that was very sad. Joel agreed it would ruin eve rything. I said I 
had not made the investiment of time and money, suffered tne sacrifices I have for 
anything like teat to happen, and that I was, therefore, also deelpy concerned for 
Garrison's security. We then proceeded. 

I began by expressing the preference for taping what we said, saying I'd not 
be able to recall all of it and I aid not want the risk of inaccurate recall. I also- 
told eim that I would se saying, things of which I thought ue should have a record, 
and I encouraged him to tape it, too. ge said ne prefered that I net tape, so I 
diun't, and he did not eimself, at least not visibly. 

In essence, there is no case. ne and Bosley have peen making this up as they go. 
Re had no satisfactory answer to a single thing I asked or said. As we left, Bud said he had never seen a man so shredded. Of course, it was all quit4 and polite. I took 
most of the soiealled fact of the memos and bit oy bit he acknowledged they were 
wrong or incomplete or untested. The story they erne contriving in essence, is 
this: 

it is not Perrin out a sailor who was killed. Perrin went to Dallas and was 
part of the assassination, he dig not specify what part. Prior to this it had been 
the plan to do the job at tee dedication of the kashville Ave. Widest, a perfect 
contrivance for the Shaw case (Russo's testimony). I askdd wny there and he said, 
"It is a second Deal', Plaza" ( a year and a self ahead of time.). He explained that 
after going under the uri dge, the motorcade could not turn around. He also insisted 
that escape would be easy. this point was prefei-able to suck obvious alternatives 
as toe  railroad t, racks along Airline highway. 

Perrin was an excellent snot anu an assassin. Re apparently became Starr once 
he was dead. Uancy was, without doubt, an acoimplice or an accessory in his 
murder. 1 asked for the eviaenee and the answer was it had to be. I said she had a 
perfect alibi, weoever she was sleeping with ut baton gouge, and he corrected me to 
bestweg, which he said was ascii-it 5. miles awsw t I understand it is really 
quite cloSe). he was entirely unable to-..produce any suseestisn of how she could 
possibly be involved en tie evidence tney had qnd unbenaing on his insistence it was 
as tney said and tnd-t she should tee cnarged uy Jim. 

I asked sim wny boiley had called me off when I was inerested an- wanted to nsm- 

14 
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hHee trusted friends speak to aaney, anu tile only explanationnzhe could 
offer was the statement she would not talk. In  eviaence he produced the 
transcript of a short conversation he had had with her, recently. I asked him 
how this in any way precluded a personal visit, where she could not uo as she could 
by phone, and he hao ne answer. he also could not explain how tnis required Aosley 
to ask me to keep out, unless it was because my getting i4e it might destroy what 
they were building  from nothing. 

he readily agreed that finding and quoting one Youngblood did not ma an 
that the one in barley's testimony was found. lie said on the one hand tnat the FBI 
was wrong in calling her a considerable liar, yet pretended there was no 
'significance in ner!certain lie that Perrin had been a piltt and gun-runner for 
Franco, a teenage 'mercenary. He finds her a selective liar, truthful when he and 
Boxley want to believe her, a liar otherwise. 

I was able to make a few notes but at this writing I do not have them with me. 
He acknowledged it is odd they do not nave the name of the mysterious man 

,-- upstairs from the aittesses, that it was possible the married Kittens girl had : 
made those identifications she did aftericonsultatiun witn her people, making what 
she said consistent with what tney had. Ae at first denied there read been a delay 
between Ale time sae had oeen shown the pictures and ta n er 	had Wen, but 
acknowledged the truth when 1 gave him try:, dates. He aea4erwhen 1 ticked off who 
had been selected as comparison pictures. he falsely said the description of Brad-
ley had been given in mdsance and Bradley's picture 0.alkingman, rather) had been 
selected on this OaSis. 1 did not tell. nim tte file proved otherwise. 

The strange tning is he was not audibly embarrassed oy having notiebng 
and pretending they had a solidic ase. 1 kept-asking for substantiation on every 
Point and at no point got anything. N,A a single thing stacked up and on most 
he made no pretense of having anything. He Baia it was not Boxley's responsibility 
what G8rrison did with anything he 

n 	

provided ut garrison's, and that it was 1? not .'s need to substantiate, to accredit r point out tne weaknesses of the 
witneeees or their stories. 	

/ 
 

he had a Xeroxoi the autopsy report. The files do not. He insisted they 
must. he had a Xerox of the Branner telegram, insists one is in tne files. It is 
not. He waz untroubled by the delay oetween Perrin's death and JFL's murder, is 
certain the same people made these elaborate plans in August of 1962 that were carried 
out in liallas when it was not known the President would .e going there at all. The 
difference in age between the 41-year-old 2errin and tne 55 year old substitute 
is no prop em to him or Baxley, anu they see no problem in acceptance of the 
suestitute. They acknowledge the autopsy report does have a description of his 
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tatoos out insist one on an arm was missin, in tnis description. 

hs insists Bosley told him he had ddecked the morgue 000k, that tne autopsy was 

st,ttached to the file hand the 33 leLters of tne mother's also are n of in itj. 

In the non—explanation 1 got, this was a murder for no reason, withou-6 any 

writ, by peop4e who had nothing in it, and regardless 08 where she was, how far 

away or otherwise occupied, haney was in on her husband's murder. It just had to 

be that way, and if there was no evidence, no erediting any of it, if none of it 

was in any way gelid, it still had to be tnat way. 

he acknowledged I was one of the few who had been interested in aancy0s4storra# 

from the first, had written/of her, and had continued that interest. ne acknowledged 

having interested me in the Jack loungblood possibility and that at the very 

'east it had to be checked out — anu wasn't. 

Altneugh he had originally told me he was doing a eookson Banister, forget-

ting this he told me his book was en the "probe". When I pointed out the discre-
pancy, 

he still does not have the Alyea film for me, this tile becuase it is i n a 

box semewnere in California, with his amtuff. 
Uriginally AO was +going a story. Then he was doing a book, as 1  understand 

it, to oe done in 4-6 weeks. Having, oeen in Welt 0rleans several months, ne now 

says he has moved his residence here. lie lacks visible means of support. The 

top price ',Onfi4thtisl pays is $200. With an occasional repeat in another of the 

same house's properties, the yield per story is small. His taavel expenses on that 

story, tnose of which i know on a single trip, consumed that and more. If he got 

what i3, for today, a good advance, it was gone before he got to work tore and 

lacks visiole means of supporting nimeelf in this new city and on a very decent 

level, from the norms of tnis kind of writing. 
He agreed it was odd for hoxiey to be turning me of waen I was in 

town and made inquiries, yet when 1 was available he used Purner as a corroborating 

witness, and the rCport of that interview has disproportionate length on that. lie 

ocknowledgediUrner served no special prupose, that he knew of no knowledge of tnis 

aspect Turner had, and that he did know I did haveknowledge. lie acknowledge this did 

maks it seem that Baxley was tfnding on lurner's name and feared having me with him 

ahck in a position to see what was going on, 	I -told oim of the 1,tter I had 

'l'ittetii.C.10X.i.ey and why, and tnat I'd nad no response. 

he :pretended it we; enougn to say there would be mention of Banister in it. 


